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Abstract
Many information systems that provide useful services to people are connected to the Internet for convenience and efficiency. However, improper accessibility might make the systems susceptible to a variety of attacks. Although existing
security solutions such as an intrusion detection system, intrusion prevention system, and firewalls have been designed to
protect against such attacks, it is impossible to block all kinds of attacks. Furthermore, most of the proposed solutions
require information about attacks for efficient prevention. Research on intrusion-tolerant systems (ITSs) have been conducted in order to continue providing proper services in threatening environments. The purpose of an ITS is to survive
against every intrusion, rather than to prevent them. In this paper, previous studies on ITS are introduced and classified
according to the centric scheme as middleware-based ITS, hardware-based ITS, and recovery-based ITS. Recent
research focusing on adaptive transformation schemes is also introduced.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Improvements in communication and networking technologies have enabled various types of information services,
such as social networking, data searching, and commercial banking via the Internet. Such openness provides
convenience and efficiency, but also has fundamental
vulnerabilities.
Traditional protection techniques, such as intrusion
detection systems (IDS) [1], intrusion prevention systems,
and firewalls [2], sometimes achieve excellent attack
detection and prevention by analyzing previous intrusion
records. However, because they are based on existing
attack signatures, they cannot detect new and unreported
intrusions. A zero-day attack is a representative example.

To moderate such a problem, an anomaly-based IDS was
proposed, but it had substantial disadvantages such as
higher false positive rates. Situations in which an attack
is successful and damages the system performance must
be considered. To provide service reliability and survivability in a threatening environment, the intrusion-tolerant system (ITS), an advanced-concept security solution,
was proposed.
Many studies on ITS have been introduced, and they
have been based on two principles: redundancy and
diversity. Since ITS must provide reliable service even in
the vent of damage, redundancy is a mandatory mechanism to avoid a single-point-of-failure problem. However,
homogeneous redundancy still retains common vulnerabilities that can be utilized by attackers. Diversity can
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address this problem by implementing functions in various ways. For example, a system administrator operating
Web servers can use different operating systems and software to remove common weaknesses.
In this survey, representative studies on ITS are presented. Classification is provided according to the operational strategies to supply various technical insights.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
is about conventional studies on middleware-based ITS,
hardware-based ITS, and recovery-based ITS. In Section
III, recent work developed from the conventional studies is
presented. The paper ends with a conclusion in Section IV.

II. CONVENTIONAL WORK
A. Hardware-Based ITS
Hardware-based ITS utilizes hardware architectures,
which are specially designed to prevent certain classes of
attacks to maintain crucial services. Hierarchical adaptive
control of quality of service for intrusion tolerance architecture includes the diverse replication [3] and networkbased IDS [1], as shown in Fig. 1. The firewall is responsible for the qualified access to the server from the Internet. The monitor manages the servers, and reconfigures
services immediately using the private communication
channels if necessary. It is possible to assemble the architecture with commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) servers.
Nevertheless, it is not adequate for dealing with more
complicated situations, because the main purpose of the
architecture is to serve for a short period of time in a
threatening environment. Flexible extension is not supported either.
To manage the reliability of a system, designing protection and adaptation into a survivability architecture
has various zones and layers to include approaches of
adversaries [4]. The main security policy of protection is
adapted at the innermost zone, which uses a traditional
intrusion detection. The architecture integrates defense
principles, such as redundancy and static diversity, detection and correlation, and adaptive response. Also, it is
possible to improve the survivability of the architecture,
employing adaptive middleware, cyber-defense mechanisms (IPsec, access control, etc.), and high-watermark
technique [5]. Even though the architecture has high
resiliency against attacks, it requires expert operators to
respond to attacks.
Self-cleansing intrusion tolerance with hardware-enforced
security (SCIT/HES) architecture is an improved version
for resilience against attacks that uses a hardware-based
generic framework, which uses centralized control [6].
The SCIT trusted interface modules (TIMs) in the architecture provide unidirectional communication links from
the controller to each server. Server-side TIM also contains an SCIT switch that physically cuts off the connec-
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Fig. 1. Hierarchical adaptive control of quality of service for
intrusion tolerance architecture. OOB: out-of-band.

tions from the online server to the internal network,
which includes the controller and trusted storage server.
Therefore, the controller can keep its pristine state and
the control states of each server.

B. Middleware-Based ITS
Similar to hardware-based ITS architecture, middleware-based ITS architecture provides a function to find
intrusion or attacks using IDS or detection techniques.
Proposed architectures also exploit redundancy and
diversity to design fault-tolerance systems. An intrusiontolerant model was proposed using several middleware
components, such as proxies or monitoring systems.
The Willow architecture [7] protects the entire system
with the detection of malicious faults, analysis of system
vulnerabilities, and reconfiguration of a distributed computing environment. It is built in a comprehensive way to
protect critical distributed applications. The powerful reconfiguration is a key feature of the overall system, and it
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includes a general control structure that is capable of
sensing the network state, analyzing it, and estimating
required changes.
Dependable intrusion tolerance [8] is an adaptive architecture that provides an alert system for intrusions. The
architecture consists of proxies and a monitoring system.
In addition to the intrusion detection, a cluster is also
capable of detecting anomalies based on an agreement
protocol.
The intrusion tolerance by unpredictable adaptation
(ITUA) project [9] defined a set of possible attacks and
developed a middleware-based intrusion tolerance solution. ITUA identifies important features of attacks and
uses them in the validation of defensive strategies and
algorithms. For example, a set of security domains, such
as a host and LAN can be used to describe the boundary
of attacks. ITUA adds uncertainty to its intrusion tolerance technology and shows how unpredictability can be
used to increase the intrusion tolerance of the system.
ITUA has middleware that adaptively protects applications by using protocols for group communications and
cryptography. ITUA consists of managers, replicas and
subordinates located in various groups.
Scalable intrusion-tolerant architecture (SITAR) [10]
consists of five middleware components to protect COTS
servers. As shown in Fig. 2, SITAR contains the following three layers, which encapsulate and protect the overall system: proxy server, ballot monitor, and acceptance
monitor. SITAR provides services to secure COTS servers from external attacks and has an advantage of managing tasks without modifications on servers. When SITAR
detects an attack, it reconfigures the compromised servers.
Malicious and accidental fault tolerance for Internet
applications (MAFTIA) [11] can detect an intrusion using

incorporated IDS sensors. The architecture of MAFTIA
is composed of several layers which provide a complete
solution for ITS. It is built from local host machines or
network devices. It also contains a middleware layer which
provides services and algorithms for applications. An
application must be implemented on top of the middleware platform using given application programming interfaces and protocols specified by MAFTIA.
Generally, middleware-based ITSs have been designed
for distributed services. In recent years, there has been
increasing demand for sustainability in distributed systems against cyber threats due to the importance of critical applications such as finance and healthcare services
[12]. Also, protecting common Web servers is one of the
most important applications for middleware-based ITS
[13, 14].

C. Recovery-Based ITS
Most network infrastructures, such as firewalls [2],
Web servers, and DNS servers, can be exposed to attackers for a long period of time. They give enough time for
attackers to perform malicious actions. A recovery-based
ITS called SCIT can be a solution to this problem.
The SCIT system uses a periodic recovery and simultaneously maintains service availability using redundant
servers. It is composed of the SCIT controller and redundant servers, as depicted in Fig. 3. The SCIT controller is
responsible for the state transitions of each server. The
states are:
1) Active: Server is online, receives and processes the
requests from clients.
2) Grace period: Server is online and does not receive
any more requests. But, it processes requests that

Fig. 2. The system architecture of scalable intrusion-tolerant
architecture. Located between clients and servers, middleware
components provide intrusion tolerant functionalities. COTS:
commercial off-the-shelf.
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Fig. 3. Self-cleansing intrusion tolerance (SCIT) architecture and
server states.
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are received when it was in the active state.
3) Cleansing period: Server is offline and recovers the
system configuration files, service files, and so on.
4) Live spare: Server is offline and waits to be active.

the design of an SCIT system may not be so straightforward [18]. This is because when a running server’s state
is changed, the session information must be transferred to
the other running servers. This problem can be solved by
using a multicast protocol or an external server. To alleviate this problem, Terracotta has been used [18].

These four states constitute a continuous cycle: Active
→ Grace period → Cleansing period → Live spare →
Active. The SCIT controller commands each server in
order to change states through the internal network.
When a server is online, the internal network from the
SCIT controller to the server is a one-way communication. This prevents infected servers from performing malicious operations on the SCIT controller. This architecture
can be easily constructed using simple hardware controllers, such as on-off switches [15].
To maintain service availability through periodic recoveries, SCIT requires enough redundant servers and a
secure central controller. If there are more redundant
servers than required servers to keep service available,
the exposure time can be reduced, making the security of
the system stronger. The SCIT controller schedules the
states of each server depending on the control algorithm.
A control algorithm was suggested to keep service available [16]. An administrator sets reliability, which is
defined as the probability that the system runs without a
failure. Then, the SCIT controller keeps the needed number of online servers and changes extra servers’ states to
perform recovery.
Virtualization has also been exploited in SCIT system
design [17, 18]. Virtualization is a technique to create
several virtual hardware platforms and OSs on one host.
Therefore, it can be used to make enough virtual servers.
With a snapshot feature, the SCIT system can recover the
state of the virtual machine (VM), including the servers’
recovery operation.
Designing an SCIT system that controls many firewalls
is relatively easy [17]. A firewall just inspects incoming
packets based on signatures and drops suspicious packets. So, each firewall does the same operation, and does
not need to have a short-term (session) memory. When
the offline firewall finishes recovering, the SCIT controller changes its state to Active and sets its IP address to
that of the currently running firewall to be recovered.
Considering systems in which each server performs a
different function and has a short-term (session) memory,

III. RECENT RESEARCH
A. Adaptive Cluster ITS
Lim et al. [19] added additional functions to the earlier
virtualization-based ITS, based on the assumption that a
successful intrusion can cause not only internal error but
a denial-of-service (DoS) attack in order to achieve a
security failure, as shown in Fig. 4.
The suggested system is called adaptive cluster transformation (ACT). In ACT, the central controller has more
responsibilities in addition to the proactive rejuvenation
in SCIT.
The main idea, adaptive cluster expansion and reduction scheme, involves the use of a changeable cluster size
depending on the response delay of the current cluster
instead of using a fixed cluster size. If an operator designates a certain level of performance, σup and σdown, the
threshold values for changing the cluster size, THCL_up and
THCL_down, are decided based on ideal response delay values, ICL, which are obtained from a direct process [14] as
shown in Eqs. (1) and (2).
--------- ⋅ ICL
THCL_up = 100
σup

(1)

ICL- ⋅ ---------100- ⋅ I
THCL_down = --------CL – 2
ICL – 2 σdown

(2)

This makes the system sensitive to performance degradation or enhancement in order to maintain specific performance levels. Thus, this scheme contributes to maintaining
QoS enhancement.
A Byzantine fault-resilient system was designed in
order to resist against a DoS attack even though all Byzantine faults cannot be detected. In the case of a large
number of packets incoming for a short period of time,
the system is able to predict this kind of inappropriate
state in advance, and current active VMs supplying services can be substituted with pristine VMs. This is also
decided by the threshold value related to the designated
performance, as in Eq. (3).
THCL_fault = ICL × x

The performance enhancements of ACT were verified
by CSIM 20 simulation. Also, it was shown that ACT
prevents the rapid increase of the average response delay
in circumstances with incoming packets increasing rapidly.

Fig. 4. The roles of intrusion-tolerant system (ITS). IDS: intrusion
detection system, DoS: denial-of-service.
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Kim et al. [20] suggested a more improved system based
on historical data. The main idea of this system is that if
historical data is given through enough learning processes,
then a faster transformation is possible.
The processing ratio is considered as an important
variable representing both the current request volume and
response time from the current cluster, as in Eq. (4).
Proces sin g capacity
Proces sin g ratio = --------------------------------------------------Request volume

nal network and make its state pristine. VMs in the processing group handle requests from the external network
and send responses. Naturally, if the size of the processing group increases, the processing speed will improve.
On the other hand, if the exposure time of each VM in the
processing group is extended, the system becomes more
vulnerable to attacks. In contrast, a system with a small
processing group is resistant to attacks, but its processing
speed is low.
In ERT, the central controller determines the size of
two groups according to the conditions. The size of the
processing group is adjusted while taking into account
the response to an incoming packet rate

(4)

This variable is used to determine the cluster size and
to calculate the performance degradation according to the
number of waiting requests. The performance degradation is calculated using Eq. (5).
Ratioideal ⋅ ( VM – VM )
RT - ⋅ VM + -------------------------------new
RT
Rationew
ideal
Ratedeg = -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Request volume

Nmin = R ⁄ P

(6)

where P is the processing capacity of one VM and R is
the request volume. The number of required VMs can be
expressed as Nmin. If the incoming packet rate increases,
Nmin will grow to process requests within a reasonable
amount of time. In contrast, Nmin will decrease if the processing group is too large.
The simulation results show that the system applying
ERT processes requests with acceptable speed. Furthermore, it shows that ERT decreases data leakage compared to using a processing group with fixed size.
Heo et al. [22] proposed an adaptive recovery scheme
(ARS) to improve the performance and security of ITS.
Fig. 5 shows the architecture of ITS based on ARS.
The states of VMs are controlled by the central controller. A VM’s state is periodically switched to active →
cleansing → ready → active. VMs in the active state are
exposed to the external network and process requests.
VMs in the cleansing state are offline and restored. VMs
in the ready state are completely clean and ready to provide service.
When a VM changes its state from ready to active, a
snapshot of its critical sections in the VM is taken and
saved in the central controller. VMs in the active state

(5)

The history map which includes the processing ratio,
response time, cluster size, and utilization rate of each
VM is obtainable through enough learning processes. If
the history map is usable, then the central controller
might change the cluster size in advance compared to
ACT. Also, in the DoS attack prediction, it can use historical data. When the processing ratio and response time
are observed in abnormal values, the system considers
incoming packets as an attack. If the increasing rate of a
request volume is higher than the designated DoS attack
multiplier, then the incoming packets are considered as
DoS packets, and the central controller expands the current cluster size as much as possible. All experiments
showed performance enhancements with respect to both
higher utilization of the computing resources and better
resistance against a DoS attack.
The two adaptive ITS schemes might be applicable to
design architectures for many systems which require a
higher performance and a higher level of security.

B. Adaptive Response ITS
In this section, ITS studies which use an adaptive
response technique are introduced. There are various
types of attacks in the real world. For example, a Web
server can be attacked by a DoS attack, stealth attack, and
other unknown attacks. Since an ideal countermeasure
that can prevent all kinds of attacks does not exist, adaptive-response ITS selects an appropriate countermeasure
considering external and internal conditions.
Effective resource transformation (ERT) [21] determines how many VMs will process requests according to
a circumstance. Because the total number of VMs belonging to the system is fixed, ERT decides the size of two
groups: a cleansing group and a processing group.
VMs in the cleansing group are isolated from the exter-
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Fig. 5. Architecture of intrusion-tolerant system based on
adaptive recovery scheme. VM: virtual machine.
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send their snapshot to the central controller to check the
integrity.
ARS utilizes a proactive recovery and a reactive recovery. The central controller recovers VMs in the active
state by a predefined time to perform a proactive recovery. There are three different reactive recovery schemes
in ARS according to the circumstances. First, if the central controller detects an attack on a VM and there are
VMs in the ready state, the central controller will replace
the attacked VM with the ready state VM and restore the
attacked VM. If there is not any VM in the ready state,
the central controller will send a snapshot to the attacked
VM. The VM can use it to recover itself. Lastly, if a selfrecovered VM is attacked again, the central controller
will change its state to cleansing and increase the exposure time of active VMs that have less exposure time than
the attacked VM in order to reduce the performance degradation.
Experimental results show that ARS can significantly
reduce the negative effects of attacks that affect performance and availability. ARS protects the integrity of critical files by a snapshot. The snapshot comparison detects
most attacks whose purpose is compromising the integrity of files. Additionally, a snapshot can be used to repair
damaged files.

Fig. 6. Proposed system architecture. VM: virtual machine, HW:
hardware.

Table 1. The initial time of attack

C. Policy-Based ITS
With sophisticated attacks, there are many defendable
solutions, such as the detection approach using neural
networks [1]. Due to the limitations of the detection
approach, a new paradigm is needed. One representative
virtualization-based intrusion tolerant scheme is SCIT
[17]. However, the repetitive exposure of vulnerabilities
of each VM and VM rotation pattern might give chances
to compromise a system to attackers. Therefore the suggested scheme, which quantifies the degree of vulnerabilities and applies it to the next rotation, can enable the VM
rotation pattern to be hidden and reduce the data leakage
of the system.
ITS architectures based on SCIT using virtualization
technology have several weaknesses. First, since they do
not consider a contaminated VM, malicious attackers can
easily exploit the vulnerabilities of each VM. The VM
rotation pattern can also be known to attackers if the system does not modify the pattern while supplying services.
As a result, information leakage can occur due to the
repetitive exposure of vulnerabilities and the VM rotation
pattern.
Kim et al. [23] proposed a novel method that quantifies
the degree of vulnerability by inspecting file integrity and
detecting malicious codes before the cleansing period. In
order to select active VMs for the next rotation, the central controller obtains the calculated degree of vulnerability. These inspecting and detecting processes are able to
hide the VM rotation pattern and decrease data leakage

Seondong Heo et al.

Exposure time (sec)

Initial attack (sec)

300

273.8

400

299.8

450

322.8

500

349.8

600

441.2

650

446.5

compared to SCIT, which only considers the random
selection of VM.
The proposed system architecture is illustrated in Fig. 6.
This system consists of hardware servers with several
associated VMs, the online VM group supplying services, and the offline VM group preparing for the online
state. It is assumed that all VMs have the same function
and support the same Web services to clients via the
Internet, even though they have different operating systems and applications.
A VM enters into the offline VM group after providing
services during a certain period. When a VM is in the
cleansing state, the integrity of crucial files and memory
should be checked by the central controller. The central
controller generates the VM table according to the results
of the analysis, and stores it into a secured database. After
that, the central controller selects the next online VMs
which are ready to enter into the online VM group.
The degree of information leakage can be acquired by
figuring out the area at a certain exposure time on the
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information loss curve map [17, 24]. The time when the
initial attack occurs is acquired from 30 simulations, as
shown in Table 1. This time value varies according to the
exposure time, and the intruder residence time values at
each exposure time can be calculated by subtracting the
initial attack time from the exposure time. Thus, this result
means that the exposure time is shorter and that there is a
less probability to be attacked by malicious adversaries
[23].
It is assumed that a repeated pattern of rotations and
vulnerabilities of each VM can be a target to attackers
[23]. The suggested scheme quantifies the vulnerability
of each VM and applies the result of quantifying to select
the online VM for the next rotation. It was verified that
this scheme can reduce the data leakage rate compared to
SCIT. An alternative ITS which hides the pattern of rotation and reduces the exposure of vulnerabilities of the
system was suggested.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

IV. CONCLUSION
Most current information systems are connected to the
Internet, and it is hard to successfully protect such systems against all threats. In this context, ITS has received
significant attention as one of the most important service
principles for providing stable services.
In this paper, previous approaches to providing sustainable services have been categorized and analyzed.
The most important role of ITS is to provide satisfactory
services to clients in threatening environments rather than
perfectly protecting the system.
Recent novel ITSs have also been introduced. It was
verified that they can provide improved quality of services and enhanced security. With the advent of advanced
threats, in order to provide better quality of service with
secure communication over open networks, studies on
ITS have been steadily conducted in both industry and
academia.
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